Offer inquiries sealing machines

Package of questions:

This package of questions should facilitate it to you, block an offer inquiry for seal engines together.
The more exactly you fill out this form, the accurater also becomes our offer.

Fax answer +41/(0)71/ 888 20 45

Container dimensions:
Length

x Width

Into the container becomes packed:
Food
Kosmetik

x Height

Electronics

Pharmaproducts

PA

PE

Aluminium

PA

PE

Aluminium

Others
Container material consists of:
PP
PS
Others
Cover material consists of:
PP
PS
Others
Achievdment:
Expected output per hour

Expected annual output

The machine locations is intended as follows:
Laboratory
Production
The environment in which we work is:
air-conditioned
Pure area

normal environment

no special requirement

The equipment of the machine we introduce ourselves as follows:
Covers insert manually
Punch starting from role and seal
The machine must fulfill the following functions:
evacuate
Atmosphere exchange

As the further option by software we can understand ourselves the expression on the PC:
Seal time should / is
From our side exists:
Container drawing

Seal temperature should / is

Seal pressure should / is

Cover drawing

Sealing values

Appointment image
nothing existing

Layout

Expenses image
wish a discussion
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To consider in the offer are the following peripheral devices of us:
external input signals
external output signals
Conveyor belt
Inscription device

filler

We have forgotten something in our package of questions:
Your message:

Addressing data:
Company:
Branch:
Address:

Female

Male

Title:
First name:
Surname:
Street:
City code/Place:
Country:

Contact data:
E-Mail:
Telephone:
Fax:

Data security
All data are treated of course
confidentially by us and are
not transmitted into three parts.
Contact address:
You have questions, wishes or
suggestions. We look forward on
your news or your call.

ELOMEC GmbH
Engineering, Maschinenbau
Strenglenstrasse 4
CH-9424 Rheineck
Tel.
Fax
E-Mail:
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0041 71 886 70 78
0041 71 888 20 45
info@elomec.ch
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